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About the book
With 328 illustrations, 69 in colour, spread
over 706 pages, and with a table annex of all
ballets performed in Stockholm from 1693 to
1962, Sweden's fascinating ballet history is
told by Marina Grut, with fresh information on
Didelot and his wise words, Per Christian
Johansson who laid the foundations of Russian
ballet teaching; Filippo and Marie Taglioni,
with a first glimpse of paintings of Marie in
Stockholm and her personal notes of her
historic return visit
to Stockholm, the
city of her
birth;….

dancers’ opinions of Michel Fokine, Antony Tudor and Mary Skeaping; the Legat family
roots; insights into letters from and to August Bournonville, his legacy to Swedish theatre
and views on Lucile Grahn; and personal experience of Mary Skeaping's stay in
Stockholm. ….
This history stretches from the reign of
Queen Christina, through the brilliant era of
Gustav III, to some of the present-day
choreographers such as Birgit Cullberg,
Birgit Åkesson and Ivo Cramér, as well as
Skeaping's inspired directorship of the
Royal Swedish Ballet.
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